Abstract: A prerequisite for practical quantum information processing is an efficient source of higli-fidelity single photons. We report single photon preparation with a conditional detection efticiency exceeding 51% and detection rate of up to 8.5 x 105counLs/[s~~~W. Recent progress in quant,um information processing highlights the fundanient,al necessity for a reliable single photon source. At the lieart of such iiovel proposals is quantum interference, which necessita.tes photonic wav6packets exhibiting well-definid photou number and a well-detinea modal character. Modal distinguishahilit,$ hinders t,he implementation of linear optical quantum computation [I] and indeed of all schemes relying on interference bet,ween single photons from multiple sourcesr2] such as teleportation, entanglement swapping and networking via quantum'repeat,ers. Furt,herniore, single photori enussion in well-defined modes permits efficient fiber coupling, crucial for long-haul quantum cryptography and communication. ; for solid state sources it remains challeuging,'however, to control the emission mode. While in the proce-ss of parametric downconversion (PDC) photon pair emission occurs randomly, the presence of w. single photon can be deterinined by the det,ection of its sibling. It is nevertheless difficult to collect the entire photon sample honi bulk crystals due to t,lie relatively complicatcd spa!ial enussion pattern. PDC in quasi phascniatched non-linear waveguides has recently been shown,. however, to exhibit emission in controlled modrs(l0]. Such mode control leads to efficient optical fiber coupling and t.o much improved conditional detect.ion rates as well as high-visibility interference:

